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Introduction
I was invited to submit a script for Baggage Production's first 2019 season. 
Baggage asked that I draft a script with predominantly female characters. 
Inspired by this request, and wanting to write a play that would pass the 
Bechdel Test, I realised I'd never written a script with horror themes; seeing 
the phantasmal created onstage is a concept that has always intrigued me. I 
asked myself why a group of women might come together in the one room; 
the obvious — albeit unexciting — answer was for a mothers' group meeting. 
Finding this concept too rudimentary and still intrigued by themes of fear 
and the after-life, I decided to put a twist into this play which would see my 
characters placed in what may seem to be a very clinical, sterile and potentially 
boring environment, but would eventually force them to be as honest and raw 
with each other as a group of shallow friends and strangers can be. I started with 
the characters first, creating each woman with her own unique sets of ideals and 
goals; having a clear understanding of who these women were and how they saw 
themselves and each other was the driving force behind the play. This allowed 
me to experiment with time and space within the piece, so that – for the most 
part – the script follows a linear narrative, but there are unusual moments which 
should manipulate the audience's psyche. While not invited into the rehearsal 
space before the 2019 production, I was delighted by what I saw represented on 
stage, particularly by the actors whose nuanced performances complemented 
my writing perfectly. It may be tempting for a director to lean into a certain 
amount of kitsch or cheesiness while staging this play, but I would encourage 
them to 'play it straight'; rather than implementing didactic techniques, it is 
important to allow the audience to feel what comes to them naturally.

Hayley Lawson-Smith
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Foreword
Hayley Lawson-Smith is a young writer I encountered on the Melbourne 
independent theatre scene about 10 years ago. Over those years, I have seen 
her writing mature and expand as she challenged herself and experimented 
with different forms, characters and subject matter. From the beginning she 
demonstrated a keen ear for dialogue, an interest in exploring the human 
condition through different lenses, and a wicked sense of humour. 

So when Baggage Productions decided to commission one-act play scripts 
from a select few local playwrights, Hayley was always on our list. She sent 
us Absorption and it was a standout. Here was Hayley once again exploring 
new territory; a witty, sharply observed social commentary wrapped in a 
supernatural mystery-thriller. Form and genre aside, the script’s real strength 
is in its well-drawn characters — it is all about the dynamic interplay between 
these women.

The characters in Absorption are familiar variations of modern motherhood: 
Maeve, the anxious, over-protective one; June, the gossip; Laura, the young 
trophy-wife; Carmen, the too-cool-for-school step-mother; Rosa, the competent 
administrator. But none of them are quite what they seem of course (who 
among us are?); each harbours a secret, each has an agenda, and none of them 
knows what’s really going on. Therein the fun lies!

The audience watches these women, watching their children; we observe the 
power plays, the alliances, the manipulations. They may remind us of the 
playground. They are both familiar and unnerving. And what is the shadow 
hanging over them?

Each member of the production team had their own theory, as did every 
audience member. The script leaves room for interpretation but no matter where 
you land, it is highly entertaining — indeed, dare I say it, absorbing.

Christina Costigan
Baggage Productions
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Notes
Characters

I encourage anyone producing and casting this work to consider performers 
from diverse backgrounds, including for roles where a character’s ethnic or 
cultural background, age, gender, sexuality or disability need not be specified.

ROSA  20s – 40s. Her child is Alice

LAURA  30s. Her child is Mary

JUNE  30s – 40s. Her child is Lucy

CARMEN 20s – 30s. Her child is Saskia

MAEVE  30s – 40s. Her child is Chloe

A beat (Beat) should last for however long feels natural and / or appropriate
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Absorption

SCENE
A boardroom come kitchenette. Sterile, but old; one gets 
the impression that the linoleum has existed longer than 
the walls. There are two doors, one on either side of the 
stage, but the actors will only ever use one as an exit to the 
hallway. Six folders are on the table or the kitchen bench. 
Five are opened, their contents clearly having been read, 
one is not; it remains untouched. There are three women 
in the boardroom. One stands, one sits, and one lies 
down on the couch. The woman standing and the woman 
sitting watch a large screen the audience cannot see, on 
the fourth wall. They’ve been in the room for some time, 
but the novelty of the screen is yet to wear off. The woman 
standing — MAEVE — concentrates on the screen the 
hardest. The sitting woman — JUNE —  is also watching 
the screen, but with less stress; she also has her eyes in a 
book. The youngest — CARMEN — lies on the couch with 
earphones in her ears and her laptop resting open on her 
thighs. Her relaxed form is the opposite to the intensity 
with which MAEVE stares at the screen.

We watch them like this a moment, before —

JUNE My grandmother always said you’d get square eyes. Take a 
step or two back. 

MAEVE There was so much blood.

JUNE I’ve got a sympathy headache watching you watching. 
[Beat] It looked like lots of blood because the screen is big. 
[Beat] Maeve?
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MAEVE I don’t want to miss anything.

JUNE You won’t. It’s not going to happen again. 

MAEVE It better not.

JUNE Agreed, it better not. I’m just getting an appetite. [Beat] 
That was a joke, Maeve. 

MAEVE I’m calling it. Enough. It’s done. I’m stopping it.

JUNE [To CARMEN, who doesn’t react] Oh, Kelly. Make a note. 
That’s the tenth time she’s threatened to stop everything.

Beat. JUNE and MAEVE look at CARMEN. MAEVE turns 
back to the screen.

 They’ll be back in a minute. You can tell Rosa / then —

MAEVE And she’ll talk me out of it. Again. Whatever else, her 
power of persuasion is … I wish Karen was here.

JUNE Me too, she’d’ve laughed at my joke.

Beat.

 I was impressed, how they used the first aid kit. [Beat] It 
was impressive.

MAEVE They shouldn’t have had to use it.

JUNE Accidents happen. There are no major veins in fingers. 

MAEVE And if it hadn’t been a finger?

JUNE It wasn’t that much blood. 

Beat. MAEVE looks at CARMEN

MAEVE How is she so calm?

JUNE Because it wasn’t that much blood! 
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MAEVE It was enough!

JUNE [Almost laughing] Enough for what? 

MAEVE For me to be worried.

JUNE You were already worried. 

MAEVE Of course I was.

JUNE How are you going to react if there’s ever an actual emergency? 

MAEVE There won’t be, I won’t let there be.

JUNE I meant in real life.

Beat.

MAEVE  I won’t let there be.

Beat. Again, MAEVE looks at CARMEN.

 So fucking relaxed. I wouldn’t sleep. 

JUNE Never?

MAEVE If my daughter cut herself? 

JUNE You’d sleep. You’d faint.

MAEVE Didn’t even bring her own daughter. Rosa had to take her 
out of after-school care.

JUNE People work. 

MAEVE Sure.

JUNE Karen was supposed to be here an hour ago, you’re not 
annoyed with her. 

MAEVE Oh god, if Karen’s daughter’d cut herself —

JUNE But she’s bailed on the experiment, so we may never know.
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Beat. MAEVE looks at CARMEN.

MAEVE Like she didn’t even notice.

A door opens. ROSA and LAURA enter with a bag of food. 
They unpack it. During the following, CARMEN gets up, 
takes her meal and sits back on the couch.

ROSA We got complimentary miso soup. Put your money away, I 
told you dinner is paid for. 

LAURA It’s nice, how they give complimentary food. So flattering. 
They must like our clothes or something. But then, they 
shouldn’t give compliments to some people and not 
others, because it could hurt feelings. [Beat] Probably a bit 
discriminatory, actually.

JUNE Yeah …

ROSA How are the girls? 

MAEVE Still in there.

ROSA And no one’s wanted to leave yet? 

JUNE Us, or them?

ROSA The girls.

MAEVE No, despite the injury.

ROSA Just breathe, mama bird. Only three hours to go.

JUNE Four hours alone, without their parents. Were we high 
when we signed the permission slips? 

LAURA I was optimistic. That’s a kind of high. I think they’ll 
do well without us. And if they don’t … they know the 
door’s unlocked.

ROSA Is everyone okay with chopsticks? 
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JUNE Not without a change of pants.

LAURA But your outfit is lovely. 

JUNE Thank you. Forks?

JUNE and LAURA sit together. MAEVE sits next to ROSA.

MAEVE Rosa, can we talk?

ROSA We are going to talk, I thought over dinner would be a good 
time. If we could all sit at the table?

Beat. CARMEN gets up from the couch and joins the others at 
the table, still carrying her laptop and wearing her earphones.

MAEVE Without sound it was hard to tell how much it hurt. 

JUNE She didn’t really look like she was crying.

MAEVE She cried.

JUNE Yes, maybe, but from fright I think, not from pain.

MAEVE What’s worse, fright or pain? They’re all alone in / there — 

JUNE A little fright. I was impressed, they even found the antiseptic. 

LAURA That might have stung.

JUNE But she didn’t cry. Not really. The picture quality is very good.

LAURA Oh, it is, isn’t it? I was watching something — some scary 
thing on Netflix the other night with John and there was 
blood in that, but in comparison to Saskia’s finger it looked 
so fake. Is this a 4K television? John is always going on 
about 4K televisions.

MAEVE I’d still prefer to have sound. And are we not going to 
remove the glass? 

JUNE It’s in the bin —
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ROSA I know, I’m sorry. That is a difficulty. But we can’t go in 
there until the experiment is concluded.

JUNE They swept it up, Maeve. Put it in their little bin. They used 
beautiful initiative, I’m really proud of them. And look, it 
could have happened at home, so you / know —

MAEVE Lucy plays with glass at home, does she?

LAURA It was an accident —

JUNE Not play. But she does handle breakables, yes. If she 
didn’t make her own breakfast on weekends, I’d never get 
a sleep-in.

MAEVE Okay, look, I know I’m being ‘one of those’ mothers, but I 
wonder if we should call an early finish?

JUNE At least eat your dinner. Hard to micro-manage with low 
blood sugar. 

MAEVE Ha ha.

ROSA I’d like to know what Carmen thinks.

Beat. They look at CARMEN. CARMEN looks up from her 
laptop. Beat.

CARMEN [Removing her earphones] Sorry, what?

MAEVE gives a barely audible ‘tsk’ sound.

ROSA What do you think about the girls being allowed glass in 
the room? Particularly after Saskia hurt herself.

CARMEN I mean, sometimes you have to let kids walk into the fire. 

LAURA We have an electric oven.

ROSA Let me rephrase the question, what / do you —

JUNE You do have to be careful with wording, when trying to 
avoid a lawsuit. 
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ROSA Well …

JUNE Speaking for Maeve. 

MAEVE Thank you, June.

ROSA Back to the question though, what do you think of how 
the girls handled the situation? The carelessness — or shall 
we say, clumsiness with the glass, the subsequent breakage 
and then Saskia picking a piece up in her bare hands. The 
swiftness with which Mary found the first aid kit —

LAURA We’ve been very careful, John and I, about making sure she 
knows what first aid kits look like.

ROSA The attempt at calling a doctor. 

MAEVE On a toy phone.

JUNE Which was adorable, Laura. 

LAURA She dialled the right number. 

JUNE She did.

ROSA Was there any particular behaviour pattern you noticed, 
any character trait — not just with your own child but with 
any of the girls — that you found interesting?

Beat.

CARMEN They looked for help. 

ROSA From each other.

CARMEN No. They looked up. For the camera. 

MAEVE I didn’t notice that.

JUNE I did. Sort of. I definitely saw them looking up and around. 

ROSA You think they know there’s a camera?
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CARMEN They know they’re being watched.

LAURA Oh, but then, how can they be natural? I mean, I never 
know what to do with my body at the supermarket because 
of the cameras. I feel guilty, but not because I’m doing 
anything guilty-worthy. So then I don’t know where to put 
my hands.

CARMEN They’re suspicious. Naturally suspicious, because they’re 
humans and they’re children. Even stupid kids don’t look 
a gift-horse in the mouth. They look up, and around, and 
wonder who’s watching them.

LAURA Like at the supermarket. I pick up an item, put it straight it 
the cart. Then there’s no confusion.

CARMEN They might not know they’re being filmed, but they know 
that adults always exist. 

MAEVE What would her father say? I know that Chloe’s dad would 
/ think —

CARMEN If he was here, he would tell you. 

ROSA They looked up. That’s what you noticed? 

CARMEN [Opening her laptop] That’s what I noticed.

Beat.

MAEVE [Looking at the screen] If anything else happens, maybe 
then we should stop. 

JUNE Maeve thinks she should’ve abandoned us, like Karen did.

LAURA Karen’s in the carpark with Hannah. 

JUNE That’s useful.

ROSA She’s still trying to decide if she wants to participate. 
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MAEVE She never texted.

ROSA Oh.

Beat. They look at the screen.

LAURA John’s family were the first in his street to get a television. 
He loves telling that story. All the kids would come over; 
even if his parents were just watching the news, they’d 
want to see. John says if his family sold tickets, they could 
have put the local cinema out of business. I tease him and 
ask if he was also the first to get a telephone, but I’m only 
being silly really because of course his parents had a phone 
before he was born.

JUNE And a wireless?

ROSA Is there a clear leader in the room? [Beat] Anyone? 

MAEVE Your niece seemed on top of things.

JUNE Mmm, I thought so too, Rosa. She’s a bit clever that one. 

ROSA The splint might have been a bit of overkill.

LAURA No, it was cute. With the Lego …

MAEVE She seems very level-headed. Self-assured.

Beat.

ROSA No, Alice hasn’t been prepped. 

MAEVE I wasn’t insinuating that she / had —

ROSA It’s okay, I’d be suspicious too. But I was very careful to tell 
her just as much as the other girls know.

JUNE Bet her mother loves you right now.

ROSA She’s got a day to herself, I’m the best big sister in the world. 
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MAEVE So Alice’s parents won’t have said anything?

ROSA I doubt it.

Beat. They all look at the screen and eat, as much to 
do something with the silence as to curb their hunger. 
Eventually — 

LAURA Maeve, is that what you call, cross examination? 

MAEVE I’m sorry?

LAURA They say it on NCIS, Special Victims Unit. I mean, they don’t 
always use real terms on television shows, but I figured you’d 
know.

Beat.

MAEVE I was a copyright lawyer.

LAURA Oh, I’m not saying you’re plagiarising NCIS, just you might 
have been doing whatever the copyrights law version of 
cross-examination is. To Rosa.

JUNE What are the girls having for dinner?

The lights flicker. There is an almost imperceivable moment 
of total darkness before full light is restored. Beat.

MAEVE Didn’t affect the screen. 

JUNE Old wiring.

ROSA New wiring, actually. Brand new. But on a budget.

JUNE My grandmother always said, old buildings resent renovations.

LAURA My grandmother actually used to go to this school! Maybe 
they knew one another. 

 JUNE Maybe.
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MAEVE If these walls could talk.

JUNE They’d ask to be demolished. I think the only thing keeping 
them standing are memories. 

CARMEN Nightmares.

JUNE Well / … 

MAEVE No.

LAURA Why do you say that?

JUNE All old buildings have skeletons in the closet.

CARMEN Bricked up in the walls, actually. Teeny, tiny wall cavities. 

MAEVE Oh, honestly.

CARMEN What, too soon? 

LAURA I don’t understand.

CARMEN Back in the day — I dunno, let’s say a hundred years ago? 
— a woman lived here who was paid to look after orphans.

ROSA Wasn’t it a boarding school? 

JUNE I thought the nuns owned it.

CARMEN Whoever it was, they weren’t very good at taking care of kids. 

MAEVE Every old building has more stories than actual skeletons.

CARMEN Or maybe we only think that because old buildings are 
heritage listed and no one’s exhumed the bodies.

LAURA So this old woman who was paid to look after orphans …

CARMEN She wasn’t completely hopeless. She was very good at 
getting them down for naps. Nice, long, silent naps.

LAURA And she hid them in the walls?
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CARMEN If anyone knew they were dead, she wouldn’t get her money. 

ROSA Or she’d be arrested?

CARMEN Meh, priorities.

LAURA No, I’m going to get nightmares.

JUNE I’m still pretty sure it was the nuns. Covering up for 
malnutrition and priests.

ROSA Nuns could have run a boarding school; I thought the 
main hall or infirmary burned down because someone left 
something too close to the fire. Stockings or something.

MAEVE If you believe it.

LAURA So awful. How can people keep using buildings where 
those sort of things happened?

CARMEN sings a line or two from Pink Floyd’s Money 
and is interrupted by JUNE.

JUNE If we stopped using all spaces where tragedies occurred, 
we’d be left with pretty small areas to play in.

ROSA Alice told me the grade fives and sixes dare each other to 
stand alone by the gumtree at the end of the oval.

JUNE Why the gumtree? 

ROSA Gumtrees are scary?

CARMEN The old lady hung herself from the branches. 

LAURA Why?

CARMEN Guilt, maybe? Or she didn’t want the public finding her 
first. They say if you look in the basement you can still find 
abandoned toys. Forgotten booties.

MAEVE Have you ever been in the basement? 
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CARMEN Hell no, that’s the first place they getcha. 

LAURA They?

CARMEN Restless spirits. Why d’you think old mate Karen’s still in 
the carpark?

MAEVE June’s ex is on the council’s historical society. If anything 
major happened in the building’s past, he’d know.

JUNE Yeah well, that’s the problem isn’t it? Idiot’s stuck in the 
past, can’t find him in the present.

There is another slight flickering of the lights. Beat. 
CARMEN puts her earphones on. MAEVE has returned to 
staring at the screen.

MAEVE How does everyone cope in a storm? 

JUNE Were any predicted?

ROSA Don’t think so.

MAEVE Chloe loves them. Rain, wind, lightning, thunder; she likes 
being scared. 

JUNE I’m not sure how Lucy would go if there’s a blackout.

ROSA I think it was just a normal flicker.

MAEVE [To JUNE] Was it Lucy that rode with us on the Ghost 
Train last year?

JUNE Oh, at the fundraiser? No … no, she was only in it for the 
show-bags. Mind you, she went on the Tunnel of Love ride. 
Five year old die-hard romantic.

LAURA The only difference between the Tunnel of Love and the 
Ghost Train is the behaviour of the swans. Mary rode 
with you.
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MAEVE That’s right!

LAURA Chloe was very kind to her. 

MAEVE I’m glad.

LAURA She stopped crying eventually.

Beat.

MAEVE I’m just not sure if I should encourage her — I guess it’s 
like an adrenaline addiction? She’s a junior addict.

ROSA Strong word.

MAEVE She is, she’s a junkie for thrills. But I look at how well she’s 
handling herself in that room, and think maybe Halloween 
is healthy for her development.

ROSA Oh, yes! Healthy! 

JUNE Halloween is healthy?

ROSA No sorry, whatever’s in the fridge. For dinner. You asked, 
and you just reminded me — it’s mostly healthy.

MAEVE Name brands? Not that it all has to be Macro but I’ve 
kind of gotten into ethical shopping with Chloe. Hashtag 
Mummy blogger.

JUNE Mostly healthy?

CARMEN takes off her earphones to listen.

ROSA It wouldn’t be an experiment without setting perimeters. 
There’s nothing in there to make them sick, although they 
may choose to overeat. But there is nothing in the fridge or 
pantry that the girls are allergic to. Nothing spicy, either. 
However, there are options.

JUNE Options between healthy and yummy?
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ROSA I have to admit, I’ve looked forward to seeing what they do 
at dinnertime. 

CARMEN You’ve left out lollies and chocolates, and chips oh my?

ROSA Judgement, choices, reasoning. It’s what we’re here to see. 

CARMEN Or a lack of therein. They’re gonna eat the shit. 

MAEVE They may not.

CARMEN Wouldn’t you? 

MAEVE Why would I? 

CARMEN At that age?

MAEVE I’d have gotten smacked, so no.

LAURA Is it anyone’s birthday? If it’s someone’s birthday, then Mary 
knows she’s allowed to have treats.

JUNE So, she’ll ask? 

CARMEN And they’ll lie.

LAURA She’ll definitely ask. But she might not care if they lie. 

JUNE I don’t think Lucy would lie.

MAEVE Chloe would. She’d see it as a white lie. Like she was doing 
Mary a favour. 

ROSA Alice … might. But then, she might not. Depends on her mood.

CARMEN Kids should be allowed to lie sometimes. 

ROSA It’s a natural course of action?

CARMEN [Putting her headphones back on] We’re raising children to 
be adults, not angels.

Beat. All except CARMEN — who has gone back to her 
laptop — watch the screen.
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MAEVE I don’t think smacking is the right thing to do.

Beat. They watch the screen.

LAURA It’s the cutest little fridge, isn’t it? And the pantry. Like 
a little dolls’ house. Mary would have a nap, if this was 
lunchtime, unless she’s had sugar, I guess / then —

MAEVE Still? 

LAURA Sorry?

MAEVE Mary still naps?

LAURA Oh, sometimes. Not so much since she started school … 
she’s like a lion cub, a sleepy little lioness. [Bringing out her 
phone] All fat and tired after eating a big zebra or one of 
those reindeer things. Albatross. [Showing MAEVE photos 
on her phone] Here’s her napping yesterday … and the day 
before on the couch … oh, this one’s gorgeous, see? Even in 
the car … and in the cafe at the botanical gardens …

MAEVE I know experts change their minds all the time, but the 
general consensus does seem to be that kids should give up 
naps after five.

LAURA No, she never sleeps that close to dinner. 

MAEVE Five years. After five years old.

LAURA Oh.

CARMEN Sleep deprivation is the number one form of torture. 

MAEVE Excuse me?

CARMEN Before splinters under the fingernails, drops of water to the 
forehead, red-hot pokers up the anus, or even a good hard 
kick to the vag, emotional and bodily fatigue will get your 
victims talking. Not saying your kids are the victims of 
torture, only pointing out the Geneva Convention frowns 
down on sleep deprivation.
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MAEVE Those headphones can’t be very loud. 

CARMEN Just saying.

MAEVE Oh, just saying.

JUNE It is the number one form of torture. Which is why we want 
our kids to be exhausted at the end of the day. So that we 
can sleep.

CARMEN You’re right. Volumes not loud enough.

JUNE My grandmother always said, the mental health of the mother 
should come first. Whatever the general consensus is.

LAURA I didn’t even know they included naps in the census.

ROSA None of the girls look like they suffer any more or less than 
they should. Than other girls their age, I mean. Not that 
little girls should suffer … you know what I mean. [Beat] 
Who else thought the miso soup was a bit on the salty side?

The lights flicker once more. The blackout is longer this 
time, and is also accompanied by an electrical buzzing 
sound. The lights come up once more. The position of the 
women has completely changed; they now stand in new 
spots in the room, as though they have been there the 
entire time. If they notice this sudden change, they do not 
acknowledge it. MAEVE still looks at the screen.

 I think it would be a good idea if we talked about the 
hypothesis. To better understand what it is we want to see 
come from this experiment.

LAURA I think the experiment is about independence — as you 
said before. But then also, seeing how aware the girls are 
of their independence. In terms of how well they handle 
responsibility, given our various parenting techniques. 
Of course, it would be interesting to have something to 
compare their behaviour to … maybe if this had been done 
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through the generations, to perceive if things have changed 
with children of their age throughout the decades. But, as 
for hypothesis … the room looks square to me. It is square. 
There are four walls, not three. Might be a rectangle, but 
not a triangle.

Beat.

LAURA Oh, hypoth-esis!

JUNE Why not a maze with cheese in the final chamber?

MAEVE My oldest plays this game on his Xbox. Monsters and 
skeletons you have to kill. Giant spiders … it’s always in a 
dungeon and every room is called a chamber.

Beat.

 I would like to be assured that my youngest child is 
growing into a well-adjusted human being, who can get 
along with others without using manipulation or being 
manipulated. May be too soon to tell.

ROSA I could be reading too much into it, but is it something to 
do with the law of averages? They will do good and bad 
things, because both are a possibility.

CARMEN Who are we to say what’s bad?

MAEVE It damaged the screen this time. The blackout.

ROSA Where?

CARMEN [To LAURA] Did you ever read Little House On The Prairie?

LAURA Oh yes! Laura Ingalls Wilder. I loved those books. Well 
obviously, because we have the same name.

CARMEN You put most kids these days in situations she had to live 
through at the same age … [shrugs] … they’d be dead.
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JUNE [About the screen] You’re right, there’s a dark spot. 

ROSA Looks like a shadow.

LAURA Where?

MAEVE In the corner there, see? 

JUNE Wait, is that on the screen?

LAURA Oh, I see. It does look like a shadow. 

MAEVE It wasn’t there before.

ROSA The rest of the screen is fine. Could be the tube, a fault in 
the circuit.

CARMEN Psychologist with a minor in electrical studies?

LAURA I don’t think electricity would cause a shadow like that. 

JUNE Is it the light?

MAEVE Could something be stuck on the fixture? A toy, or a bit of 
cloth or something? A hat? 

JUNE Why would someone throw a hat?

MAEVE I don’t know, I’m just trying to think of things that could 
get stuck on light fixtures and make a shadow …

JUNE A hat?

MAEVE And I didn’t say throw. 

JUNE How else would it get up there?

LAURA They do sometimes for graduation. Students do, I mean.

 CARMEN They coulda been playing make-believe universities. 

MAEVE A hat makes just as much sense as anything else. 
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JUNE Yes, exactly.

CARMEN Don’t worry, if there’s a fire they’ll be able to find the 
extinguisher. The CFA, Children’s Fire Association. Good 
heads in an emergency. It’s what we’re here to observe? 

ROSA They’re downlights. Nothing can get stuck on them.

Beat. All look at the screen.

 Maybe a cobweb? 

LAURA Oh, Mary hates spiders.

JUNE A cobweb that wasn’t there before? 

CARMEN Spider on speed.

ROSA I really don’t want the television to be damaged.

CARMEN But big, poisonous, drug-addled spiders in a room full of 
small girls … no stress. 

LAURA Mary really hates them.

MAEVE If it’s a spider it’ll steer clear of the girls. They’re more 
afraid of us than we are of them.

During the following, CARMEN takes a packet of Burger 
Rings and puts some on her fingers before eating them.

CARMEN That makes sense, children are terrifying.

LAURA Mary’s not scared of spiders. She hates them. Traps them 
and squashes them. Slowly. She finds their little webby 
spider homes and pours water into them. Feeds the small 
spiders to bigger spiders, then throws those spiders in the 
toilet. While she’s using it. Except every now and again she 
lets one go. She says there has to be a survivor. To warn the 
others. [Beat] She hates spiders.
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CARMEN And this kid cried on the Ghost Train? 

LAURA She’s scared of swans.

Beat. CARMEN is still eating her Burger Rings.

ROSA They’re eating dinner.

MAEVE About time.

JUNE Lucy’s gone straight for the chips, Twisties, Shapes … oh, 
and one cherry tomato. Yeah, that’ll balance it out.

ROSA Alice … salad sandwich. Crusts off. I’ll have something 
good to report to her mum. 

LAURA Cheese stick, cucumber slices, grapes and a chicken leg.

JUNE Well, that’s good!

LAURA And also … Cheetos, chocolate egg and Fizz Wizz … so 
she must think it’s someone’s birthday. Or is pretending 
to think.

CARMEN What a coincidence. 

ROSA What about Chloe and Saskia?

MAEVE She’s not eating. Why isn’t she eating? 

ROSA Maybe she’s not hungry?

MAEVE That’s really not like her. She loves her food. She’s a great 
eater, I never have any trouble getting her to eat. Why isn’t 
she eating?

JUNE Does she like anything on offer?

MAEVE Of course she does, there’s lollies and chips! 

CARMEN Yeah, but you said if she ate shit you’d beat her. 

MAEVE I never said that!
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CARMEN Potato, potah-to.

ROSA I’m sure she’ll eat when she’s hungry.

MAEVE I just want to know why she’s not eating now. Is she upset? 
Does she look upset to you? Did someone say something 
to her that might have upset her? Chloe’s very sensitive, if 
she has a disagreement with someone … her feelings are 
easily hurt, she might not eat.

JUNE She’s not going to starve, Maeve.

MAEVE I know she’s not going to starve. Did anyone see what 
happened? Was anyone watching? 

LAURA Sorry, no.

ROSA Maybe she’s just being polite and waiting for the others 
to finish. 

MAEVE Chloe loves her food! Not that she isn’t polite …

JUNE So Rosa, what’s the budget for the girls’ food? 

ROSA Budget?

JUNE I’m assuming the school gave you a budget for the girls’ 
food and ours. Please don’t tell me you paid for all of this 
out of your own pocket.

LAURA Oh, we couldn’t let you do that!

ROSA No, don’t worry, I didn’t. It’s all taken care of.

CARMEN I’d like to see the grant application. [Beat] You didn’t have 
to do a budget breakdown in the grant application? [Beat] 
If you’ve got it on you, I’d like to see it.

MAEVE Grant application? 

JUNE For the study. 
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MAEVE This study?

JUNE Unless there’s a study we’re not aware of.

CARMEN It was in the email we were sent. Small type. Right after, ‘we 
believe you have a very gifted daughter’, but before, ‘please 
sign on the dotted line’. [Beat] You mighta missed it.

MAEVE There’s money involved? 

LAURA There’s always money involved. 

CARMEN It’s a conspiracy.

ROSA An educational body provided us with funding in order 
to furnish the room, install the camera and yes, provide a 
food budget.

MAEVE [To ROSA] And do you get paid?

JUNE The girls are getting something. Well, we’re getting 
something for the girls. On behalf of the girls. We’re meant to 
keep it for them, for later. Don’t forget: we keep it for them. 
When they know how to wisely invest. Mind you, I still don’t 
know so I guess it can go into their superannuation.

MAEVE Okay, I remember about the girls getting a small 
reimbursement for their time. [To ROSA] But do you?

 Beat.

ROSA I’m employed by the school. 

CARMEN This thing goes right to the top.

Lights flicker. Buzzing. Brief black out. Lights up. They’ve 
changed places but don’t seem to notice. ROSA is not in 
the room.

 Trump, Theresa May and … Daddy Pig. 
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JUNE Daddy Pig?

CARMEN Daddy Pig from Peppa Pig. 

LAURA That’s too easy.

JUNE Is it?

CARMEN No judgment or anything.

LAURA Yeah, obviously. Kill Trump, marry Theresa May and make 
love to Daddy Pig. 

CARMEN Make love?

JUNE These options aren’t very friendly to the gay community. 

CARMEN Are you gay?

JUNE No, but Rosa is. 

LAURA There’s Theresa May. 

JUNE Yeah …

CARMEN It’s not supposed to be easy. And I don’t think you should talk 
on behalf of Rosa. She might love Theresa May. She might have 
pin-ups of her in her nana knickers. Could be Oedipal.

LAURA I can’t see Theresa May wearing edible undies.

Beat.

CARMEN She can at least kill Trump — 

JUNE Clearly.

 LAURA Oh! Or she could marry him. Take down the patriarchy from 
the inside. 

JUNE But what if she doesn’t want to kill Theresa May or Daddy Pig?

LAURA Wait, is it the character of Daddy Pig, or the guy who does 
the voice? 
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CARMEN Good question.

LAURA Because you could kill the character without any guilt! Oh, 
then marry Theresa … 

CARMEN Or Rosa could.

JUNE She wouldn’t fuck Trump.

ROSA enters.

LAURA I guess it depends in what sense you mean ‘fuck’. It 
could be like, hey fuck Trump! Fuck that guy. It doesn’t 
necessarily mean sex.

CARMEN True. Hey Rosa, fuck, marry, kill, wanna play? 

LAURA Or it could be fuck, marry, make love, kill.

CARMEN And hey, there’s four of us to choose from. We promise you 
won’t hurt our feelings. 

ROSA It’s the weirdest thing out there. Karen’s car is just sitting in 
the carpark.

CARMEN Car in the carpark, heaven to Betsy!

ROSA Windows open, purse on the driver’s seat. It’s just sitting 
there. The motor’s running, there’s a half-eaten cheesy-mite 
scroll in the back seat. The radio’s on, but no Karen. And 
no Hannah.

Beat. MAEVE and JUNE smile at each other.

MAEVE That’s … pretty normal to be honest. 

ROSA That’s normal?

MAEVE We love her to bits but she can be a bit … 

JUNE Blonde. I’ll text her.
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Beat.

JUNE [Looking at the screen] I forgot they still made Furry Friends. 

LAURA The chocolate?

JUNE Yeah, with the pictures of native animals on them. I always 
hoped for a kangaroo. 

LAURA Tassie devil.

ROSA Kiwi.

MAEVE They’re not native. 

ROSA To New Zealand they are. 

MAEVE True. I love the echidnas.

CARMEN Same. [Beat] Did you know that Echidna was the mother of 
monsters? In Greek mythology. So was Gaia.

ROSA No, Gaia was the mother of all life, not monsters.

CARMEN Same difference. [Beat] Echidna was the one who popped 
out Cerberus, the three-headed hell dog. No forceps back in 
those days. She also gave birth to the Sphinx. Wonder what 
the pro-lifers argument is for their survival.

MAEVE Nothing to do with chocolate. 

LAURA Wow. Why do you know all this? 

CARMEN I use it in my work.

LAURA Amazing, what do you do?

CARMEN Graphic designer for independent musos. I create their 
album covers. They like illustrations which speak to our 
carnal, ancestral memories. Morbid babies.

LAURA Is that one of the bands? 
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CARMEN Morbid babies? 

LAURA Yes.

CARMEN: No. But it should be.

The lights flicker again. Once again, the blackout is 
accompanied by an electrical buzzing sound. The lights 
come up. When the lights return, we see the women sitting 
around a board game, something like Trivial Pursuit; if 
they notice the change, they do not acknowledge it. They 
are all looking at the screen.

JUNE It’s moved.

ROSA The shadow? 

MAEVE Yes, it has.

LAURA Is it just me, or is / it … ? 

JUNE It’s bigger.

MAEVE If we had sound, we could ask the girls what it is. 

ROSA They don’t seem worried.

JUNE No, they don’t, do they?

LAURA Unless they don’t know it’s in there with them.

Beat.

JUNE [With a clap of her hands] Snap! 

MAEVE Jesus, June!

JUNE Snip! The umbilical cord is severed. Clip! The clamp is 
fastened to the bloody stump. We are no longer attached. 
Our daughters are now separate to us, parted, cut away, 
made into their own independent little beings. No longer 
united by a physical bond, we are single entities.
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MAEVE Alright, but do you have to be so loud about it? 

JUNE We’re getting very serious.

LAURA How long has it been? 

ROSA Two and a half hours.

LAURA Feels like two and a half days.

JUNE They don’t miss us at all. [Beat] What? They don’t. Look at 
them. Ungrateful little Munchkins. We could have flown to 
Antarctica and they wouldn’t care.

ROSA What are they playing now? 

MAEVE Dress-ups.

ROSA But what else? What are they dressing-up as? 

JUNE They’re in onesies. Animal onesies.

MAEVE Is there any other kind?

CARMEN It puts the lotion on its skin. [Beat] It puts the lotion on 
its skin, or else it gets the hose again. [Beat] The other 
kind of onesie.

CARMEN sucks through her teeth, a la Hannibal Lector.

LAURA I remember having to make do with a stocking filled with 
newspaper, and stuffing it down my pants.

CARMEN That sounds like a completely different game.

LAURA You know, as a tail? They taught you how to do that on 
Play School. They still teach how to do things like that on 
Play School, despite the sudden popularity of furries.

CARMEN Again, a completely different game. 

MAEVE June, Lucy isn’t dressing-up.
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JUNE Oh, that’d be right. Silly girl. 

ROSA Why would that be right?

MAEVE Lucy has this thing about playing pretend. 

JUNE Look at her, just sitting there. Watching.

MAEVE The world needs audience members. I’m quoting you. 

JUNE God, the one time she takes me seriously …

ROSA Sorry, I’m a bit lost.

JUNE It’s my fault. I’d just lost a job I hadn’t even started. I was 
having a rant about it, you know, that’s when our mums hear 
from us, when we’re crying, and — I don’t know, I thought 
Lucy was in bed, but no, she heard me, saw me — I looked 
like shit and she heard me say I was never going to act again 
and any woman with any brains shouldn’t be an actor either.

LAURA has a sudden intake of breath.

LAURA That’s where I know you from! I’ve been thinking all year, 
I know that woman, I know her from somewhere, but 
I just couldn’t remember. You were on that toothpaste 
advertisement!

JUNE Yeah, that’s me.

LAURA I loved that ad! It was brilliant, so real, honestly. They 
make some advertisements and the person always just 
looks like they’re paid to be there. But you, on that ad, I 
thought to myself, yes, finally, here’s someone who actually 
looks like they need to brush their teeth!

Beat.

CARMEN All of them in animal onesies, and that little kid in her 
normal clothes … looks like it’s gonna be a feeding frenzy.
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ROSA Would anyone say they’ve witnessed bullying in the room? 

JUNE Not so far.

MAEVE Thank god.

CARMEN You gonna ask us how that feels, Rosa?

Beat.

ROSA Do you want me to?

Beat. CARMEN looks at ROSA.

 How … [Beat. ROSA looks at a trivia card] … What is 
the collective name for a group of lions? 

LAURA A pride.

ROSA No, that was June’s question. 

JUNE Oh. A pride?

MAEVE New question. 

JUNE Hey, I wasn’t cheating. 

MAEVE Still though.

ROSA What are the only two mammals that lay eggs? 

JUNE There’s two?

LAURA Two? I know about the tiny anteater of course, but what’s 
the other one? 

JUNE Platypus and tiny anteater!

LAURA Platypus! Sorry.

MAEVE Another new question for June, please!

JUNE Quick game’s a good game. Maeve’s turn. 
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MAEVE This is the school trivia night all over again. 

JUNE But tragically without the wine.

During the following, MAEVE stands and goes to the 
fridge. She brings a bottle of wine back to the table.

LAURA John and I couldn’t get a table that night … Maeve, 
bitches are … ?

Beat.

MAEVE Female dogs.

LAURA Yes, well done! My turn! 

JUNE Something you prepared earlier?

MAEVE You can always find alcohol in staffroom fridges. 

ROSA I’m not sure we should take / that —

CARMEN [Taking a glass from MAEVE] Sorry, we can’t hear you 
over the sound of our thirsts being quenched.

LAURA [Taking a glass] Question for me, please.

CARMEN Alrighty, by what name is the domestic cavy better known? 

LAURA Guinea pig!

CARMEN How the hell did you know that? Why the hell did you 
know that?

LAURA John and I bought Mary a guinea pig for her fourth 
birthday. I read all about them so we were prepared; didn’t 
need another incident like the one with the goldfish. 
[Bringing out her phone] I’ll show you the domestic cavy 
… I have all Mary’s birthday photos saved to the cloud … 
oh look! This was her first birthday. We did one of those 
cake-smashing things. Actually, it wasn’t meant to be a 
cake-smashing event, but Mary was a very fast crawler.
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CARMEN Cake smashing?

LAURA You know, where you give the baby a cake all to themselves. 
And they smash it. 

CARMEN Why?

LAURA Well, you take photos. 

CARMEN Of the smashed cake?

LAURA Of the smashed cake all over the baby. 

CARMEN Because?

JUNE It’s cute, Carmen.

CARMEN Yeah, I kinda feel like if I have to be told it’s cute, then maybe … 

MAEVE Can we have the next question please?

ROSA It’s my turn.

CARMEN Like those videos people post of their kids. Their child 
has literally trashed the house, stuff everywhere, hundreds 
of dollars worth of shit destroyed, and rather than doing 
something novel like disciplining the little bastards, mummy 
and daddy film them.

JUNE It’s because people have foresight to see that as angry as their 
kids have made them in that moment, a time will come when 
those videos will make them laugh.

LAURA Yes, at like, their children’s twenty-first birthdays. 

CARMEN Then the parents are making a massive assumption. 

JUNE What assumption?

CARMEN That their children will live so long.

Beat.
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MAEVE What is the collective noun for a group of crows? 

ROSA Murder.

MAEVE Correct.

JUNE Carmen, your turn. 

CARMEN Bring it on.

JUNE What is a Portuguese man of war?

CARMEN Shell-shocked. No, hang on, I know this … no I don’t. Pass.

LAURA I don’t think you can pass. 

CARMEN Another question then.

MAEVE Is someone sitting on the rule book? 

JUNE What is a Flemish giant?

CARMEN Ironically, a rabbit. 

LAURA Really?

JUNE She’s right.

CARMEN Oh, and I just remembered! The Portuguese thing. It’s a jellyfish. 

MAEVE That’s still just one point.

ROSA I feel obligated to suggest that we slow down on the 
drinking, maybe? 

LAURA But the miso soup was pretty salty.

JUNE Don’t worry, Rosa.

CARMEN Yeah, there’s another bottle. 

ROSA Really Carmen?

MAEVE She’s not joking, there’s white and rosé. Want some? 
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ROSA No.

CARMEN Really? No rosé for Rosa? It’d take away from your 
professionalism somewhat, wouldn’t it? Make it harder for 
you to observe the room. If that nun was here, she could 
bless it.

JUNE That’s priests.

CARMEN Either way, the blood of Christ seems more appropriate. I 
say we move to a bonus round. We all take a point for the 
random facts we know.

ROSA Isn’t that just the game?

CARMEN I’ll start. True or false? Some species of horned lizard can 
squirt blood from their eyes. 

JUNE Oh, that can’t be true.

CARMEN Errrrrr! Sorry, wrong answer! The correct answer is, true, 
and also ew.

ROSA I think we should take a moment to watch the girls, / and —

CARMEN True or false? You’re more likely to be killed by a cow than 
a shark. 

MAEVE Weirdly true. But if we milked sharks it’d be a different answer. 

CARMEN Correct! [Pouring MAEVE more wine] Drink up, Maeve!

MAEVE [Drinking] Honestly, the girls are behaving better than us.

CARMEN True or false? A lioness will adopt baby animals from 
other species.

JUNE True! I saw it in a documentary. This lioness adopted a baby 
antelope. I mean, she ate eat its mother first, but …

CARMEN Correct! True or false … ?
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LAURA Wait, what happened to the baby antelope?

CARMEN True or false? The dominant female meerkat will kill young 
meerkats that aren’t her own? 

MAEVE That’s pretty normal for lots of species.

LAURA Why are all these horrible things true?

ROSA If anyone, right now, is feeling antagonised — if there is 
problematic behaviour in the room, I would suggest that 
we take a moment and / perhaps —

CARMEN Oh fine then, let’s take a moment and have a chat about 
problematic behaviour. Laura, you don’t want horrible 
truths? Okee-dokee, let’s have a horrible false. True or 
false? This experiment is about the children.

Beat.

MAEVE Wait, sorry, could you say that again?

JUNE False. No, hang on, true. True, we’re doing an experiment 
— god, that’s a fucked up word — we’re doing a study 
about the children. So it’s a trick question?

CARMEN Errrrr! Sorry June, you’re on a losing streak! Come on 
ladies, I’m gonna need an answer. Rosa, this one’s specially 
for you. [Attempting to force a drink into ROSA’s hand] 
Here, a little Dutch courage, take a shot.

ROSA I’m not thirsty.

CARMEN Maybe we need some thinking music. A countdown. Let’s 
give the lady five seconds. Hurry up Rosa, it’s the $64,000 
question! Was this experiment ever about the girls?

MAEVE I think I’m getting one of those before waking-up 
hangovers, you ever get those? 

CARMEN Five seconds on the clock, Rosa!
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ROSA You need to think — be reasonable, Carmen.

CARMEN Oh, wait a second! We have a new contestant! That 
weird-ass thing in the corner of the screen. For double 
points, Rosa, tell us! What is it? Special effects! The 
boogie man? You’re down to two seconds, Rosa.

LAURA Carmen, you’re being incredibly passive-aggressive 
right now —

CARMEN Gosh darn it, and I was aiming for just plain 
aggressive. Rosa, for the game, the win, the money and 
the bonus points, tell us! Was this experiment ever, 
ever about the girls!

Beat.

ROSA What I think I need to explain is that / I —

CARMEN Oh, Jesus Christ! The experiment was never about the 
girls. It was about us.

Beat.

MAEVE No, / it —

LAURA Oh my god, it was.

CARMEN It was to see how the we reacted, wasn’t it? 

MAEVE Don’t be stupid / it —

ROSA It was. [Beat] The girls’ idea. An experiment to see how 
their mothers would cope under pressure. It’s supposed 
to be — to be fun, to make you laugh by the end —

CARMEN Ha fucking ha. 

JUNE About us.

LAURA Why?
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ROSA It’s like what you said before. About the different 
generations, and responsibility and — and how back in 
the day children used to have to fend for themselves. They 
wanted to see if you / could —

MAEVE Chloe and I are leaving. We don’t have to put up with 
this bullshit —

ROSA Please, don’t.

MAEVE You do not want to be standing in my way right now.

ROSA Please, Maeve. The girls would be so disappointed if we / 
stopped — [MAEVE picks up her drink and throws the 
remaining wine in ROSA’s face] 

JUNE / Maeve!

CARMEN Ten points to mama bird!

MAEVE Who the fuck do you think you are? Don’t you dare use 
our children like that. 

LAURA Technically Maeve, it’s our children who have used us. 
[Beat] Rosa said this is their experiment. I believe her. 
And I want to know how they use the rest of their time. 

CARMEN Plus we were looking forward to getting our money.

JUNE [Handing ROSA some tissues] Reimbursement. 

ROSA Thank you.

JUNE Don’t thank me. [She also throws her drink in ROSA’s 
face] Now I feel I can spend another two hours with you.

LAURA I’m staying. But I don’t need to throw any drinks Rosa, 
don’t worry. 

JUNE Carmen?
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CARMEN More fun than Netflix and chill. 

JUNE Maeve?

Beat.

MAEVE Fine, I’ll stay. But I’m only doing it for the girls.

The lights flicker again. Once again, the blackout is 
accompanied by an electrical buzzing sound. The lights 
come up. The position of the women has again completely 
changed; if they notice the change, they do not acknowledge 
it. MAEVE and JUNE are looking at tubes of glitter.

JUNE Eco glitter?

LAURA Biodegradable glitter. It’s a thing. 

JUNE What’s it made out of?

LAURA I guess … whatever isn’t bad for turtles? It’s called 
eucalyptus cellulose. So, it’s good for koalas anyway.

JUNE Can you use it in those capsules to make your poo sparkle? 

MAEVE Gross. Imagine that while bush-walking.

LAURA It’s sells very well. A little out of some people’s budget, but I 
find if I offer it in bulk, it makes it more affordable.

MAEVE And how did you get into the glitter business? 

JUNE The all things eco-sparkly business.

LAURA Decorations make me happy. But so does nature. 

JUNE Voila! You have a business.

MAEVE Just that easy?

LAURA Everything fell into place once I figured out what GST 
stood for. 
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CARMEN [To JUNE] You still insist it’s the cathode-ray tube?

ROSA I don’t know. [Beat] Cathode … ?

CARMEN My dad repairs televisions. [Beat] Looks like they’re gonna 
sleep in those onesies. 

ROSA Yes. [She brings out her phone and takes a photo of the 
screen] For her mum. To prove she’s happy. Having fun.

CARMEN Was fun part of the deal?

Beat.

CARMEN Either them or us should be braiding each others hair. 
[Beat] Didn’t they do a similar experiment at Stanford 
University?

MAEVE [Looking at her phone] Loading, loading. Has anyone else 
got internet? 

ROSA Do you need the WiFi password?

MAEVE I had it working a minute ago but now it’s stopped.

They all look at their phones.

JUNE No internet here. 

LAURA Me neither. 

CARMEN Nope.

ROSA This photo won’t send.

JUNE [To MAEVE] You’re calm enough to check Facebook? 

MAEVE They’re watching Snow White. Not exactly a risk.

CARMEN Wouldn’t put it past Disney to use subliminal messaging. 

LAURA They’re watching a movie and we’re watching them watch 
the movie. 
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JUNE So, not much different to home then.

LAURA Just staring at the backs of their little heads. 

MAEVE Right, I need the bathroom.

JUNE To check Facebook in private? 

MAEVE Oh, be quiet you.

MAEVE exits.

CARMEN At least on a Netflix binge you can pause. Must be torture to 
tear her eyes from the screen. 

JUNE I love Maeve, she’s one of my oldest friends, but I’ll admit 
she can be a bit of a helicopter parent.

LAURA A helicopter?

JUNE You know, because they’re constantly hovering. 

LAURA Isn’t that more like a drone? Drone parenting.

CARMEN [Going back to her laptop and putting her headphones on] 
Yeah, droning on and on and on and on …

LAURA You like children, don’t you Rosa? 

ROSA Is that a weird thing?

LAURA I like my own child. Would you like one of your own one day?

ROSA My girlfriend and I talk about it.

LAURA Ha, well, talking about it isn’t going to make it happen. 
Might not happen the first time, but it’s fun trying.

Beat. ROSA looks at LAURA.

LAURA Oh, girlfriend.

JUNE Carmen? [Beat] Carmen. 
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CARMEN [Removing her earphones] Yo.

JUNE I’m sorry, I owe you an apology. I called you Kelly before. I’m 
sorry. [Beat] You didn’t hear me, but I called you Kelly and 
you’re not, you’re Carmen, and I just wanted to say I’m sorry.

CARMEN S’okay.

JUNE It’s not. I should be able to remember four names. Just four 
names. It was rude of me. 

CARMEN And you don’t feel awkward bringing it up now?

JUNE Friendships are awkward.

CARMEN That sounds counter-productive.

JUNE Knowing that Lucy wants to see how I behave in certain 
situations … makes me want to atone. 

CARMEN I could throw wine in your face. [Beat. Looking at the 
screen] So what d’you reckon that thing is?

JUNE The shadow?

CARMEN Do shadows grow bigger like that? 

JUNE So then it’s a fault with the screen.

CARMEN And moves around? C’mon, friend. That’s a thing. Like a 
prop or a puppet or something. That’s a thing that’s been 
put in there.

JUNE No … why?

CARMEN Part of the experiment. Little bit of fear. It’s a bit cliched 
but it’s doing the trick. 

 JUNE That’s ridiculous.

 CARMEN [Going back to her laptop] Suit yourself.
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ROSA [Looking at the screen] Shops. They’re playing shops. 

LAURA Oh, cute! Look, even Lucy is playing.

Beat. They watch.

LAURA Economics made simple. 

ROSA Bread from the bakery. 

JUNE Milk from the milkbar. 

ROSA Two pairs of new shoes.

LAURA Drop some old things at the opshop. 

JUNE Pay a few bills.

LAURA Meat from the butchers.

ROSA Took back the sausages; watched Babe last night. 

JUNE Easy transactions.

ROSA The shopkeepers, all friendly. 

LAURA Eggs from the farm.

JUNE Was worth the long drive. 

ROSA Stole a chicken.

LAURA Get our own eggs.

JUNE Should we double-check the list? 

LAURA We should buy wrapping paper. 

ROSA Wrapping paper?

JUNE For Christmas! 

ROSA It’s too soon.

LAURA No, I want it to be Christmas now.
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ROSA Too soon!

JUNE We can buy more things if it’s Christmas. 

LAURA We have all the money.

ROSA I want chocolate eggs! 

LAURA That’s Easter.

ROSA It can be both! 

JUNE No, it can’t! 

ROSA Can!

JUNE Can’t! 

ROSA Can!

LAURA Alright! We can shop for Easter instead and somebody’s 
birthday. 

 JUNE Ohh, let’s do our hair and stuff. With makeup.

LAURA Makeup? 

ROSA In our hair?

JUNE No, on our face, silly! Are you allowed to use makeup? 

ROSA I have my own.

LAURA Do you? 

ROSA Yeah.

LAURA Oh yeah, so do I.

JUNE So we put on our makeup and get ready for the party!

ROSA We should do our nails, too. Oh, you’re not allowed to get 
nails done, are you? 
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LAURA Yes, I am!

JUNE Should we get princess hair?

ROSA Ohh, yes!

LAURA I can get nails done, I just don’t want to get nails done! 
Yes, princess hair with glitter spray. 

JUNE Here’s the hairdressers!

ROSA At the hairdressers? 

JUNE Yeah, they’re good. 

ROSA My aunty’s good at hair.

LAURA The hairdresser is better than your aunty. 

ROSA That’s mean to my aunty.

JUNE They can do plaits. And curls. And braids. And they 
have silver glitter and gold glitter and pink glitter and 
purple glitter.

ROSA Can I borrow some money? I’ve run out. 

LAURA It’s pretend money!

JUNE Use your card.

ROSA [Sighing] I’m overdrafted. And my expedited payment 
fees are monstrous. 

LAURA Play properly!

JUNE Who’s going first?

Beat. Perhaps they crowd around CARMEN at this point, 
who is still working on her laptop.

ROSA She sits in the chair.
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LAURA She tilts her head back, wash and treatment.

JUNE Hairdresser asks, how was your day today? Shampoo, 
shampoo and rinse. 

LAURA Condition!

ROSA She says, my day is good, thank you. Shopping with my 
daughters. 

LAURA She’s not the mum!

ROSA You’re not the boss!

JUNE Comb out the hair, mind the knots. Naughty knots, get out 
of there! We don’t want you in our hair!

ROSA The hairdresser asks, how much do you want chopped off? 

LAURA And she says, not that much thank you.

ROSA No, she says she wants a lot cut off. 

LAURA Not that much!

ROSA All of it!

LAURA Just a trim, she wants!

JUNE The hairdresser gives the lady a champagne — they do 
sometimes — and grabs her scissors and … 

ROSA Oops.

JUNE Oh no!

LAURA It’s on the / floor — 

ROSA That was soooo much! 

JUNE Like, a big handful!

LAURA Her mum is gonna be so angry. 
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ROSA So angry!

JUNE The hairdresser drops the scissors. 

LAURA We can plait it back in!

ROSA Get a hair-tie. 

LAURA Was it very much? 

ROSA It was heaps!

JUNE Her mum is gonna yell! Guys! Maeve’s going to lose it. 

LAURA Was that an accident? I’m pretty sure that wasn’t on purpose. 

JUNE You don’t cut off that much hair by accident.

ROSA They were supposed to be paper scissors. 

JUNE Oh my god, look at them, they’re freaking out.

LAURA Oh honey, don’t push it under the rug, you’ve got a bin 
right there. 

ROSA Why’re they taking it to the bathroom?

JUNE To flush it down the toilet. Fuck, what do we tell Maeve? 
Carmen, what are you going to tell Maeve?

CARMEN [Finally looking up from her laptop] I’m gonna tell what 
to who? 

LAURA Saskia cut off Chloe’s hair.

ROSA Not all of it. 

JUNE Enough of it.

ROSA You weren’t watching. 

CARMEN Sure I was. Riveting stuff.
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JUNE She really will cancel the whole thing now. 

LAURA Maybe she won’t notice.

JUNE You want to risk that? 

LAURA Wasn’t my daughter.

CARMEN Hey, I can’t be blamed, I wasn’t even in the room. 

JUNE But Carmen —

LAURA That’s not how this works.

MAEVE enters. They fall silent.

MAEVE I thought security was supposed to be working today? I 
wanted to tell them about Karen’s car, but the building’s 
empty except for us …

Beat. MAEVE looks at the others.

MAEVE What happened? 

ROSA Maeve …

MAEVE moves towards the screen. Beat.

MAEVE Oh my god.

JUNE Maeve, it was an accident. 

MAEVE How the fuck did that happen?

LAURA The girls were playing, and — it was pretty enthusiastically … 

MAEVE She looks like she’s been scalped!

LAURA Hair grows back.

MAEVE Oh, does it? Does it? Thank you for that, really thank you, 
what a fucking relief. Oh my god, her fringe!
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JUNE It’s not too bad. You only noticed because you looked. 

MAEVE I can’t go to the toilet for five fucking minutes?

ROSA I’m so sorry, Maeve, they were meant to be paper scissors. 

MAEVE Her hair!

JUNE You know what though, Chloe doesn’t seem to care. 

MAEVE Why would she do that?

JUNE Ah —

MAEVE Was she just showing off? No. No, she wants to upset me. 

JUNE It wasn’t Chloe, Maeve.

ROSA No, she didn’t do that to herself.

MAEVE Oh, wonderful! Who was it, what happened? 

ROSA Ah …

Beat.

CARMEN It was my kid. Apparently. 

MAEVE Right.

CARMEN Yup.

Beat.

MAEVE Oh, you seem devastated. 

CARMEN Well, I wasn’t in the room, so … 

MAEVE So, what? You renounce responsibility?

CARMEN If god had intended us to keep our hair, he wouldn’t have 
invented boredom. Look, it’s just hair. Who cares?

MAEVE I care!
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CARMEN Okay, maybe you shouldn’t. 

MAEVE Really?

CARMEN It wasn’t your hair. 

MAEVE Ha!

CARMEN And your kid seems to like it. 

MAEVE You think that’s the point?

CARMEN I don’t know what the point is. That you’re upset? Or that 
your daughter would let another kid chop off her hair because 
she wants to upset you? Your offspring has a thrill addiction, 
we get it.

MAEVE I can joke about that, you can’t.

CARMEN Who’s joking? The kid gets her rocks off by making you 
disappointed. 

MAEVE Don’t talk about her rocks! And I’m not disappointed, I’m angry. 

CARMEN It didn’t all go down the toilet. We / can —

MAEVE Toilet!

CARMEN We can find some and sell it. Reimbursement.

MAEVE I don’t believe this. How would you feel if Chloe had cut 
Saskia’s hair off? 

CARMEN There’s always wigs.

MAEVE Bullshit.

CARMEN Maybe Saskia’d like a change from being blonde, I don’t know.

Beat.

MAEVE From being blonde?
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CARMEN Yeah, she could get a wig for every day of the week. Two on 
Sundays.

Beat. Everyone looks at CARMEN.

 Yes?

JUNE Saskia’s got black hair.

Beat.

CARMEN Saskia’s got black hair.

MAEVE Are you joking? I don’t think she’s joking. 

CARMEN Black. Hmm.

JUNE You forgot what colour your daughter’s hair is?

MAEVE Which one’s your daughter? [Beat] Which one is your 
daughter, Carmen?

CARMEN looks at the screen. Beat.

CARMEN Eeeny, meeny, miny, mo —

MAEVE Oh my god, you’re not Saskia’s mum. 

CARMEN Oh my god, no, I’m not.

MAEVE Who the hell are you?

ROSA But you replied to your email, it had the release form in it. 

CARMEN I replied to an email.

MAEVE She could be anyone. June, call the — call — 

JUNE What, the police?

MAEVE Someone! Who are you?

JUNE You should tell us.
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CARMEN Okay, busted, red-faced, hand in the cookie jar. I’m not a 
blood-relative. I’m Warren’s partner.

MAEVE Who?

LAURA Saskia’s father. Warren. 

CARMEN Somebody actually knows him. 

JUNE I’ve never met him.

MAEVE I haven’t either, you could be anyone. 

CARMEN Well, we could all be anyone.

ROSA I sent the email to mums and dads. I would have sent it to 
Saskia’s dad. Even though … 

MAEVE Even though, what?

ROSA He doesn’t always participate. In school activities. 

JUNE [To LAURA] Then how do you know Warren? 

LAURA I chat to the girls. In the playground.

MAEVE This doesn’t mean she’s his partner. 

CARMEN Why would I lie?

MAEVE It hasn’t stopped you thus far.

CARMEN Oh, thus. I never lied. What? I didn’t. I rocked up this 
afternoon and truthfully said, I’m here to watch Saskia.

JUNE But you knew who Daddy Pig was! [Beat] And I called 
you Kelly! 

CARMEN Have none of you ever met Saskia’s mum?

Beat.

MAEVE This isn’t about us — 
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CARMEN Isn’t it?

JUNE Why wouldn’t you just tell us who you were? 

CARMEN If anyone had a vested interest … 

MAEVE Oh no, don’t you try to shift blame. 

CARMEN Blame for what?

ROSA So, Kelly and Warren asked you to come instead of them, 
or … ?

CARMEN Warren doesn’t know I’m here and I don’t know who 
Kelly is, but she probably doesn’t either. Saskia’s mum’s 
name is Pat.

Beat.

MAEVE Saskia’s father doesn’t know you’re here. 

CARMEN Nope.

MAEVE So her mother — so Pat asked you. 

CARMEN No one asked.

MAEVE You offered. 

CARMEN Sure.

JUNE Carmen, we’re not getting anywhere by being … 

MAEVE Childish.

JUNE Frustrated with each other. We’re frustrated. It’s been a 
long day.

ROSA But wait, so neither Saskia’s mother nor father know about 
today’s study? 

MAEVE Which study are we talking about now, Rosa?
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CARMEN I read Warren’s email, I answered Warren’s email. I brought 
ID and wasn’t really expecting to be let in. But I’m glad I 
was. It’s been an event.

LAURA Oh, that’s right, you didn’t check our IDs, Rosa.

ROSA There’s a code. At the front door, there’s a code, I wasn’t 
thinking — no one but parents or teachers would have 
the code.

CARMEN Warren has an emergencies folder on his desktop. I 
checked there.

MAEVE Right, you’re not Saskia’s mother. Well, it explains a lot 
anyway. 

CARMEN Does it?

JUNE It’s just … you haven’t … seemed interested? 

LAURA Why are you here?

CARMEN Why are any of us here? 

ROSA Please don’t.

CARMEN I’m not being spiritual all of a sudden, I mean it literally. 
Why are any of the five of us here? In this room? [Beat] 
Okay, I’ll start. Hi, my name is Carmen, and I’m here 
because when I went to watch porn on my partner’s 
computer, he’d left his emails open and I found a document 
from lovely Rosa here. I watched my porn and had a 
satisfactory enough orgasm, thank you very much, then I 
had a drink and a smoke, and got all philosophical thinking 
about family and children, and was I wasting my eggs with 
each climax — but then I remembered, no wait, that’s men, 
and that got me to thinking about Warren and how he never 
sees his only kid. This little girl who is a fucking huge part 
of his previous life, and I just wanted to know. What she 
looked like. And sounded like. And how she … was. So I 
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signed her up, asked Rosa to collect her from aftercare, and 
deleted the email and came here. I left my poisoned apples 
at home. Hash-tag, not all stepmothers.

JUNE And Kelly — Pat, Saskia’s mother — ?

CARMEN Will probably arrive at eight o’clock to pick her kid up from 
after-school care. 

ROSA This is kidnapping.

CARMEN Is it?

MAEVE Obtaining a child by deception.

CARMEN Look at you with your copyright law degree. I’ll stay here 
and tell Pat. 

ROSA Not a good / idea —

CARMEN You don’t want the full force of the blame. I can fix this. I’m 
a sweetie.

Beat. CARMEN looks at the screen.

 Now I can say I’ve seen her.

The lights flicker. Once again, the blackout is accompanied 
by an electrical buzzing sound. The lights come up. The 
position of the women has again completely changed; if 
they notice the change, they do not acknowledge it. ROSA is 
trying to open the door but it will not budge. She tries again. 
Still nothing. She tries her key, but still the door won’t open.

ROSA Bloody hell. 

MAEVE It opened earlier.

ROSA tries to open  with her keys, but still has no luck.

ROSA [Phone in hand] I’ll call maintenance. 
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LAURA So no one is getting to the bathroom, then?

JUNE Great, now the idea’s in my head, I need to go too. My 
grandmother used to say, having children makes you 
need the bathroom; ironically the bathroom becomes 
your sanctuary.

CARMEN I’m about to make my sanctuary right here. 

MAEVE Really?

CARMEN I haven’t had kids, but I have had two litres of iced tea.

ROSA Shit, still no reception. Worse comes to worse, security can 
let us out. 

MAEVE I told you, the building is empty.

LAURA I wouldn’t mind going either. It’s normal for women to be 
in sync though, isn’t it? 

MAEVE Wait, so we can’t get out at all?

CARMEN There’s the window. 

MAEVE We’re two stories up. 

CARMEN Think happy thoughts.

JUNE Please no more panicking Maeve, okay?

Beat. They look at the screen. Lights flicker. Black out. 
Buzzing. They have changed places once again, but do 
not notice. They stare at the screen. JUNE is missing. The 
tube of glitter she was looking at earlier is on the ground 
and spilled as though dropped. The remaining four see the 
shadow. They stare at it, but don’t let onto each other that 
it scares them. A moment, then — 

LAURA I’d love to know what they’re thinking. 

ROSA Is Mary a good communicator?
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LAURA Not so much in words, but sometimes body language is 
enough. I thought it would be different when she started 
talking. I thought, oh finally, when she’s crying she can 
tell me where it hurts. But then it was, ‘no’ to this, and ‘no’ 
to that, and ‘no’ to everything. And I thought there was 
something wrong, until I read about the ego and the id, and 
normally I wouldn’t care about what Freud thought because 
of all those cigars he smoked — but there was something 
about toddlers just saying no because they can. Not because 
they mean no, but because they suddenly realise they’re able 
to say no, you know? That there are options, and they have 
them, and to be able to reject something, and prove yourself 
as an individual is a beautiful novelty.

CARMEN If only the novelty would last.

LAURA I think I’m still trying to prove my ego to my mother.

MAEVE There’s another part to that though. You say no when 
you’re in nappies, and no when you’re in school, and 
no when you’re an angsty teenager, then you come out 
the other side and think, oh hang on. Part of being an 
individual is being recognised as equal, and then if I’m 
equal, fuck, so is my mother and she’s just a human being 
and an individual, so maybe I should stop saying no to her 
and maybe say yes. It doesn’t mean I’m going to be sucked 
back into her uterus. [Beat] Where’s June?

CARMEN Rabbits absorb unwanted pregnancies into their bodies. 
Convenient.

During the following, MAEVE tries unlocking the door 
again, and tries using her phone.

LAURA Oh, and plastic in fish! [Beat] Well, we make the plastic, 
we throw the plastic away, it gets into the ocean, it’s eaten 
by the fish, we catch the fish, we eat the fish, and so we 
eat the plastic. Like, our mothers’ good and bad habits are 
passed down through the generations.
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CARMEN Rabbit babies also eat their parents’ crap. It’s mostly grass. 
High in fibre. 

LAURA You know a lot of rabbit facts.

CARMEN And rabbit jokes. They’re called punnies. 

LAURA Why?

ROSA So daughters are ultra-concentrated versions of their 
mothers? Or parents? Case by case.

LAURA No, more like, the opposite of our mothers, but they’re like us 
if we were raised the way we wanted our mothers to raise us.

ROSA And how does that relate to plastic in fish? 

LAURA I guess it doesn’t really.

CARMEN Unless you see motherhood as a type of pollution. I mean, 
I see it as a necessary evil. [To LAURA] We’re recycled 
versions of our parents, subsisting on the rubbish our parents 
feed us. So of course most of us are full of shit.

LAURA Yes! [Beat] Wait …

 CARMEN [Holding her hands up a la The Lion King. Singing] The 
circle of life. And it rules us / all — 

MAEVE Where is June?

Beat. The others notice for the first time that JUNE is not there.

LAURA Bathroom?

ROSA That door was stuck. 

MAEVE It still is.

CARMEN Unless she got out and locked us in. 

ROSA Why would she do that?
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CARMEN Not a part of your master plan?

LAURA [Looking at the screen] Lucy is still in there. 

CARMEN So’s that thing.

Beat.

MAEVE She wouldn’t have just left Lucy. 

LAURA Not with that thing.

ROSA It’s a shadow.

CARMEN She leapt out the window, fleeing to Hollywood. She’ll send 
for Lucy when she’s hit the big time. Or get a newer, better 
kid. Hello, mummy dearest.

ROSA There must be a sensible explanation. 

CARMEN Rude.

ROSA Can someone ring her?

MAEVE I’ve tried, there’s still no reception.

LAURA You know what the sensible explanation is? That just like 
every other day of our lives, we’re making this up as we go 
along. I’ve seen improvisational theatre. It’s terrible when 
things go wrong, you really feel for the performers. But as 
mothers we do that every day.

CARMEN And the Oscar goes to —

MAEVE That’s oddly comforting, Laura. Thank you. Well done 
you for being so practical about this whole thing. Not 
panicking. Better than me, and I’m not a first time mum.

LAURA Oh no, I’m not a first time mum. John has three boys 
from a previous relationship, so I’m a stepmum. They’re 
wonderful, so talented. We’re very proud of them.
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Beat.

ROSA How old are John’s boys?

LAURA Oh my gosh, now you’ve got me thinking … well, Adam had 
his twenty-first not long after John and I met … Adam is 
John’s youngest … god, aren’t I terrible, I should remember 
their ages! I know Adam’s in his twenties and the other two 
are closer to thirty. Or thirty-two. Something like that.

Beat.

CARMEN Do they call you Mum? Sugar mummy? 

LAURA Only on special occasions.

CARMEN Touché.

Everyone looks at the screen.

LAURA Snow White’s stepmother just uglified herself. Does she 
even have a name? [Beat] I do not want to be my mother.

ROSA You might not have a choice.

LAURA If I’m conscious of it, I think I have a choice. 

MAEVE It’s not that terrible.

LAURA You can be your mother if you want to be, but I’m going to 
avoid that entire drama, thank you very much.

MAEVE What’s so awful about me being my mother?

ROSA Perhaps there are choices that you recognise she’s made, 
and you don’t want to repeat. Maybe you want better for 
Chloe?

MAEVE Than for me to be like my mum? 

ROSA Or for Chloe to be like you.
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Beat.

MAEVE Wow.

ROSA No, sorry. Sorry Maeve. I just meant if you’ve made 
mistakes. God, we all make mistakes. I know I’ve done 
things that I really wouldn’t want Alice repeating. 

MAEVE My mother is a beautiful woman. June would tell you that.

CARMEN If she hadn’t abandoned her child to become the next 
Angelina Jolie.

LAURA Isn’t it funny how all our girls go to the same school, but 
some of us know each other better than others?

Beat.

MAEVE June and I were friends before the girls started school.

LAURA That’s nice. When Mary started prep, I felt like the new 
kid in high school. Like, the mums all chatting in the 
playground. and the dads standing with the other dads 
… like those boys in school who’d say, ‘my dad could beat 
up your dad’. And so much active wear … and people not 
remembering which little girl was crying on a ride with 
their little girl.

Beat.

MAEVE Oh, I was so busy that day. Collecting tickets, and 
supervising the … well, a lot, and I had to make sure 
Peter — my husband, you know Peter … he was on the 
barbecue, so … I mean, it was a hectic day. And June had 
dozens of people messaging to volunteer.

LAURA I know, I wanted to volunteer, but apparently my emails 
never went through. 

MAEVE That was probably June’s fault.
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CARMEN Yikes. You gonna wait for the bus to slow down before you 
throw her under / it? 

MAEVE Or the app. Didn’t we use an app to schedule events last year?

ROSA You didn’t get it, Laura?

LAURA No, ha, guess that’s just me. Hopeless at technology. But 
it’s alright; I’ve never really been into forced friendships. 
[Beat] So weird, isn’t it? Social situations … some of the 
dads say to John stuff like, old wrinkly balls and they tease 
him about slow swimmers. That’s okay, they don’t know 
about our rounds of IVF. [Beat] I don’t know if to your 
face or behind your back is worse, but no one’s doing 
anyone else a favour with private messaging apps, really.

ROSA Cleaners! The cleaners can let us out, / they come at —

LAURA I think people feel like ours isn’t a real relationship, that 
I’m only in it for the money, and that John is just using me 
for his crotch. So either everyone in this fucking school 
community has forgotten, or maybe they choose not 
to care, but I have a really lucrative business of my own 
and have done since before John and I even met. I have 
employees, I negotiate business operations.

CARMEN [As she moves to look at the screen] She’s registered for 
the GST. 

LAURA Exactly!

MAEVE Laura, we never said / anything —

LAURA A complete bimbo wouldn’t understand the GST. Oh, but 
sure, I absolutely, absolutely understand how busy you are 
making sure people hand you tickets and that your husband 
— your husband Peter — can properly fry a sausage.

ROSA No one’s having a go at / you — 
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CARMEN Ladies?

LAURA All I’m saying is that I have expertise and it would be nice 
if people would take advantage of me. Of my skills! Our 
girls are stuck together for another four years.

MAEVE Stuck together? 

CARMEN Ladies! 

MAEVE What!

The lights flicker. A blackout. Buzzing. Brief black out. 
Lights up They stare at the screen. Beat.

LAURA It’s moved again. 

CARMEN Yup.

ROSA It looks … thick. 

CARMEN So what is it? 

ROSA I don’t know.

CARMEN Is it a special effect? 

ROSA I said I don’t know. 

CARMEN Come on.

ROSA I didn’t put it in there.

CARMEN Sure.

ROSA Why would I? How could I? 

MAEVE What is it?

CARMEN Not a hat.

LAURA It’s like it’s got legs, / or — 
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MAEVE Don’t say that.

CARMEN It’s as big as the girls. Bigger. 

MAEVE It just moved.

ROSA Are you sure?

MAEVE Of course I’m sure, I was staring straight at. 

LAURA Oh my god! It did, it just did, I saw it too! 

CARMEN Legs and eyes.

ROSA Ridiculous.

LAURA It’s moving towards them. [MAEVE tries opening the door] 

MAEVE June? June!

LAURA Have they seen it? Do they know it’s there? 

MAEVE Where did she go?

ROSA It has to be a shadow. 

LAURA It’s staring at the camera. 

CARMEN Rosa, this has to stop now.

LAURA Is there a way to ask the girls what it is? 

CARMEN She knows what it is.

ROSA I promise you, I don’t / know —

CARMEN You designed this fucked-up mess, you planned it, this 
is your fucked up little baby, so tell us what the fuck that 
thing is!

MAEVE The doors locking, and no reception — was that part of it? 

LAURA Rosa, please just tell / us —
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ROSA I don’t know what that is.

CARMEN No? You sure it’s not that Karen woman? Pretty fucking 
convenient she’s not here when she should be.

MAEVE Karen would never do that. 

ROSA I promise you I don’t know. 

 Beat.

LAURA I believe her. 

CARMEN Fuck / this — 

MAEVE So do I.

Beat.

ROSA There’s a microphone. To a PA into the girls’ room. On the 
wall. Press that button and it should work.

LAURA A microphone?

ROSA I’m sorry. If you knew it was there earlier, the 
experiment / wouldn’t — 

CARMEN Jesus, it’s staring straight at the screen.

MAEVE picks up the microphone, pressing the button and 
talking into it.

MAEVE Girls? Girls, it’s Maeve. Chloe, it’s mummy. Can you hear 
me? Girls. 

LAURA Looking for the camera.

CARMEN Up, and around. 

LAURA The girls —

MAEVE Girls, I need you to leave the room. Chloe sweetheart, tell 
the others, it’s time to leave the room now.
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LAURA They’re not moving. They’re not doing anything.

Flickering. Black out. Buzzing. The lights come back home. 
MAEVE is missing. The microphone swings from the wall.

ROSA  Maeve!

LAURA It’s right above them. Why are they staring at us? Why are 
they just staring? 

ROSA I promise I don’t know what it is.

LAURA Right above them!

CARMEN Emergency numbers will / work —

ROSA [Phone in hand] There’s nothing. It’s off, it — it won’t 
work. [Picking up the microphone] Girls, leave the room 
now. Leave the room.

Beat. ROSA drops the microphone and moves towards 
the screen.

ROSA It’s smiling.

Flickering. Black out. Buzzing. The lights come back home. 
ROSA is missing. A liquid that could be blood drips from 
the edge of the table. CARMEN rushes at the door and 
tries to force it open.

CARMEN [Screaming] Open the door! Open the fucking door!

LAURA [Calmly] I knew you weren’t her mother. I didn’t want to say 
anything because I thought you should be given a chance.

CARMEN collapses against the door.

CARMEN Appreciated. What the fuck is happening? [Beat] What 
the fuck … ? 

LAURA The law of averages …
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Beat.

CARMEN  I don’t think you’re as dumb as you pretend.

LAURA It’s the general consensus. [Beat] Gaia was the mother of 
titans. She was the mother of gods.

Flickering. Black out. Buzzing. The lights come back home. 
LAURA is missing. There is a dark shadow, shaped like a 
human, in a high corner of the room. It watches CARMEN. 
She does not see it. Beat. CARMEN stares at the screen. 
She picks up the microphone and pauses before speaking.

CARMEN Girls. Leave the room. Girls? [Beat] Girls. Let me out. 
Please let me out.

Flickering. Black out. Lights up. The shadow is 
immediately behind CARMEN. Flickering. Black out. 
Lights up. The room is empty. CARMEN’s laptop faces the 
audience. On the screen, we can see a room in which five 
little girls play happily. The room the little girls are in is 
the room on stage. We watch the children play as the house 
lights return and the audience leave.
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